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The world Kulleh Grasi evoKes in his poetry is 
both present and absent — it is seen and longed for, remem-
bered and forgotten. It is the real and reimagined world of the 

poet’s homeland, Sarawak, the Malaysian state that stretches along 
the northwest coast of Borneo. Grasi’s Sarawak is a place where all 
things are “narrated, alive” — where Iban ensera tales, the call of 
omen birds, the drone of primetime news, and the roar of bulldozers 
coexist in perpetual oscillation between polyphony and dissonance. 
Here, the poet listens to the language of rivers and stones, to the 
leopard’s footsteps, and the thoughts of fishermen. He writes: “Ev-
ery stitch in the net / is a tongue.”

Sarawak is home to a diverse population of indigenous commu-
nities, totalling over forty sub-ethnic groups, broadly categorized as 
Dayak — including Iban (Sarawak’s largest ethnic group, also known 
as Sea Dayak) and Bidayuh (also known as Land Dayak) — and 
Orang Ulu (Upriver People), encompassing 27 tribes including the 
Kayan, Kelabit, Kenyah, and Penan. Despite decades of unbridled 
logging and deforestation, the image of Sarawak as a tropical para-
dise of indigenous tribes and lush rainforest persists in the popular 
imagination of Malaysians and foreigners, many of whom view it as 
an exotic destination for holiday escapades. Once nicknamed “Land 
of the Headhunters” by British colonial officers, adventurers, and 
orientalists who encountered the old headhunting tradition of Iban 
warriors, Sarawak is affectionately referred to by locals as Bumi 
Kenyalang, “Land of the Hornbills,” the majestic bird that is a 
shared cultural symbol among the people of Sarawak and adorns the 
official state emblem. 

In world literature, Sarawak was for a long time known as the 
land of the “White Rajah” James Brooke, the first British “ruler” 
of Sarawak who was portrayed as a villain in Emilio Salgari’s 19th 
century Sandokan swashbuckler pirate series, and who was one of 
Joseph Conrad’s main inspirations for the titular character of his 
novel, Lord Jim. Less known to the literary world are the intri-
cate oral traditions and material culture of the indigenous people 
of Sarawak — storytelling, ceremonial songs, ritual incantations, 
pua kumbu dream weaving, traditional hand-tapped tattooing — in 
which their complex worldviews and values are embodied and ex-
pressed. While representations of Sarawak continue to be shaped by 
the often incongruous accounts of outsiders and locals, the power 
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of the outsider’s gaze in defining Sarawak is gradually diminishing 
as indigenous communities assert their local knowledge and ways 
of telling, in traditional and new forms. 

Grasi’s poetry is a new way of telling. It deliberately roots 
itself in the power of orality, inscribing the transient immediacy of 
utterance into a palimpsest of language and meaning. It subverts 
the persistence of literary tropes that portray indigenous people as 
noble savages, by turns oppressed and exalted by a doomed human-
ity. Drawing potent symbolism and structure from indigenous oral 
traditions, Grasi’s poetry does not seek to rescue, reclaim, or recast. 
Instead, it urges a rethinking of representations of “the indigenous,” 
resisting sentimentalized notions of cultural identity as well as 
reductive binaries of tradition vs. modernity. By choosing Malay, 
the national language of his country, as his primary language of 
expression, Grasi asserts his place as a national poet, refusing to be 
relegated to the periphery as a “marginalized minority.” By affirm-
ing the Iban, Kayan, Kelabit, and Bidayuh languages as valid vessels 
for contemporary expression alongside Malay, Grasi disrupts the 
neat categories of linguistic identity that are played out in Malay-
sia’s politics of language.

Born in Kapit, a town by the banks of the Rajang River, to a 
family of Iban descent, Grasi started writing poetry at the age of 
15. Urged by his reading of Malay and Indonesian poets and authors 
such as Usman Awang, A. Samad Said, and Chairil Anwar, Grasi 
embraced Malay as his own literary language. It soon struck him, 
however, that indigenous people were rarely represented in Malay 
literature. During one of our many conversations in the process 
of translating this book, Grasi told me, “I was reading all kinds of 
Malay literature. None of it spoke from the experience of Borneo’s 
indigenous people, so I started keeping journals, writing about the 
lives of indigenous communities that I observed with my own eyes. 
This was the true beginning of my poetry.” As his love for contem-
porary literature deepened, so did his explorations of Sarawak’s 
indigenous languages and oral traditions, now lodged inextricably 
at the heart of his poetry. Grasi is uniquely placed in his organic un-
derstanding of Sarawak’s vast and various indigenous communities 
and languages. In his day job as a school teacher, Grasi was sent to 
live and teach for six years among Orang Ulu communities in Baram, 
where he learned the Kayan, Kelabit, and Penan languages. Grasi’s 
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years with the Orang Ulu, his connection to his own Iban heritage, 
and his intimacy with Bidayuh culture, inform distinct yet intertwin-
ing parts of his poetic expression.

This book unfolds in three parts, each one exploring a physical, 
mythical, and personal topography of the poet’s self. The first part, 
Akui, reaches back to Grasi’s years with the Orang Ulu; it speaks of 
his coming of age, sexual awakening, and capricious nature. Here, 
Grasi intersperses his Malay with phrases of Kayan and Kelabit. 
The second part, Kulleh, invokes the presence of the Iban pengayau 
headhunters, Bujang Berani warriors, and the pantheon of gods and 
goddesses from their abode of Tangsang Kenyalang, the Hornbill’s 
Nest. In the final section, Grasi, the poet embarks on voyages of 
pimoh, a Bidayuh dream. 

My treatment of the indigenous terms and phrases in Grasi’s 
poetry was instinctive rather than formulaic —  I translated some 
terms from the Iban, Kayan, and Bidayuh, and in several places I 
deliberately left untranslated the phrases that Grasi uses as a kind 
of incantation, where the aurality of the phrase is paramount. I 
worked closely with Grasi throughout the process of translation, 
and we decided together which phrases to leave untranslated. In 
juxtaposing translated and untranslated text, we emphasize the 
inextricable layering of multiple languages that is characteristic 
of Kulleh’s work. The untranslated text still signifies — the absent 
presence of meaning invites us to imagine, to engage in another 
kind of reading and listening. 

“The universe arrives entangled,” Grasi tell us. The distance 
from soil to sky is mirrored, condensed, and transmuted in the bond 
between the body of the poet and the spirits that inhabit “every 
corner” of Sarawak. The language of poetry abolishes the remoteness 
between this world and others — primordial rhythms transport the 
poet from waking reality to the underworld of sebayan, and paradise 
is only “a finger’s length from the bough’s eye.” The ruai, communal 
corridor of an Iban longhouse, is the port of departure to an “odyssey 
of light lying behind the next chasm.” Grasi wields his poetry like 
a stellar map, charting his journey through constellations of blood, 
memory, and personal freedom. 
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Akui

Sepet si jauhari
menyinsing kelikir berpelukan
manikam menangis dari bebola senja
Long Bedian.

Bersandar dagu pohon adau
siulan semilir segenggam
jantung leluhur Ding Ngau
meraba-raba nadi sendiri.

Jika keturunan ini 
adalah anak naga,
deru sungai deras
pasti berakit di lubuk kata
paling dalam,
memuntahkan kelesuan mata.
 
Isip tumbuh selepas hujan,
nagamu tak tersinggung,
tetapi meng ngasau akui,
aku akui.
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Akui

Sun-squint on the horizon 
illuminates clenched gravel,    
tear-stones from dusk’s eyeball at
Long Bedian.

Against the knot of the adau tree
the wind’s rustle, heart-fist of the      
ancestor of Ding Ngau
feeling his own pulse.

If these descendants
are the sons of dragons,
the turbulent waters
will surely drift to the deepest
word cavern
spewing a listless eye.
 
Isip leaves emerge after rain, 
your dragon is unperturbed,
but meng ngasau akui,
I, akui.
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Nebula

Tirai di jendela pegun
lantai yang kaupijak
menjenguk pagi.

Udara di luar ruai berhimpun di jari,
sengaja kaugosok laut biru di atas 
daun semesta.

180 purnama turun timbul
gerhana di tepi telinga ikak,
bagaimana harus aku menyentuh pelangi
yang engkau rancang terbit di hadapan dahi.

Kurempuh hujan sekali
dan harus demam
untuk bersukacita dengan alam.

Dan saat mentari menurun
jika cahayamu hanya untuk satu sanubari
mengapa kaupancar kepada semua arah?

Aku harus pergi Nebula,
odisi cahaya yang kaucari
ada di sebalik lubang lain,
bukan hanya dahaga.

Selingut Urung berbunyi sayu
berbalas gema
nyalam, liveng
nyalam, liveng
ikak.
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Nebula

Drapes hang at the startled window.
The floor you tread
catches sight of the dawn.

The air beyond the ruai gathers at your fingers.
Deliberately you stroke the blue sea onto
the leaf of the world.

180 full moons rise and set,
an eclipse at the edge of your ear.
How should I touch the cloud-flame
that you conjure before my brow?

I tussle with the rain
enduring fever
to revel in nature. 

As the sun sinks:
if your light is meant for a single soul
why do you radiate in all directions?

I must go, Nebula.
You look for an odyssey of light
lying behind the next chasm,
not only in our thirst.

Selingut Urung, the nose flute, sings in
yearning echoes:
nyalam, liveng
nyalam, liveng
ikak.
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Dahan

Murum dan Bakun bukan sepusat,
salai babi bergantungan
petala warna tersenyum.
Kulleh Lenge masih lena di dahan.
Tiga layan ko kina:
berehatlah dalam kedamaian,
Tugang menoleh ke langit.
Jarak Eden hanya sejengkal dari
mata dahan.
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Bough

Murum and Bakun are unbound at the navel,
smoked boar hanging,
the many lips of the sky part into color.
Kulleh Lenge, the white-necked leopard, sleeps still on the bough.
Tiga layan ko kina:
sinking away into the hush of things,
Tugang turns towards the sky.
The distance to Eden is only a finger’s length from
the bough’s eye.
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